
 
 

Unit Overview 

Content Area: Math 

Unit Title:  Numerical Operations  (symbolic)                                             Unit: 4 

Target Course/Grade Level: Kindergarten                                                 Timeline: Ongoing 

Unit Summary:  Students will use addition and subtraction in a word problem context allowing them to 
develop their understanding of what it means to add and subtract.  Students will also focus on number 
pairs which add to a specified total, 1-10.  These number pairs may be examined in or out of context.  
Number pairs that total ten are foundational for students’ ability to work fluently within base-ten numbers 
and operations.  Different models, such as ten-frames, cubes, two-color counters, etc. will assist students in 
visualizing these number pairs for ten.  Students will be able to add and subtract numbers within 5.  
Student will learn that adding and subtracting fluently refers to knowledge of procedure, knowledge of 
when and how to use them appropriately, and skill in performing them flexibly, accurately, and efficiently. 
(This unit will follow Unit 3 focusing on symbolic representation using addition and subtraction in word 
problems). 
  

Primary interdisciplinary connections:  Language Arts, Technology 

NJ Standard 9.1: 21st – Century Life & Career Skills 
Standard 9.1:   All students will demonstrate the creative, critical thinking, collaboration, and problem-
solving skills needed to function successfully as both global citizens and workers in diverse ethnic and 
organizational cultures.   
Strand:  A.  Critical Thinking and Problem Solving 
               B.  Creativity and Innovation 
Content Statement: 
9.1.4.A.1 and 9.1.4.A.5:  The ability to recognize a problem and apply critical thinking and problem-  
                                 solving skills to solve the problem is a lifelong skill that develops over time. 
               9.1.4.B.1:  Brainstorming activities enhance creative and innovative thinking in individual and 
                                 group goal setting and problem solving. 
21st century themes and skills:  Critical Thinking and Problem Solving, Creativity and Innovation, 
Collaboration     

Mathematical Practices: 
K.MP.1   Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 
K.MP.2.  Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 
K.MP.4.  Model with mathematics. 
K.MP.5.  Use appropriate tool strategically. 
K.MP.7.  Look for and make use of structure. 
K.MP.8.  Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 

Learning Targets 
Domain:  Operations and Algebraic Thinking  K.OA 

Cluster:  Understand addition as putting together and adding to, and understand subtraction as taking apart 
and taking from. 
 
 



Standard #  Standards 

K.OA.1 Represent addition and subtraction with objects, fingers, mental images, drawing, sounds 
(e.g., claps), acting out situations, verbal explanations, expressions, or equations. 
(Drawing need not show details, but should show the mathematics in the problem). 

K.OA.3 Decompose number less than or equal to 10 into pairs in more than one way, e.g., by using 
objects or drawings, and record each decomposition by a drawing or equation (e.g., 5 = 
2+3 and 5 = 4+1). 

K.OA.4 For any number from 1 to 9, find the number that makes 10 when added to the given 
number, e.g, by using objects or drawings, and record the answer with a drawing or 
equation. 

K.OA.5 Fluently add and subtract within 5. 

CPI# Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

9.1.4.A.1 Recognize a problem and brainstorm ways to solve the problem individually or 
collaboratively. 

9.1.4.A.5 Apply critical thinking and problem-solving skills in classroom and family settings. 

9.1.4.B.1 Participate in brainstorming sessions to seek information, ideas, and strategies that foster 
creative thinking. 

Unit Essential Questions 

 Why do we need mathematical operations?  

 How do I know which mathematical operation to 
use? 

 How can knowing the additional and subtraction 
facts help me? 

Unit Enduring Understandings 

 I can take apart and recombine numbers in a 
variety of ways. 

Unit Learning Targets 
Students will ... 

 Solve addition equations with sums to 10 using objects or drawings. 

 Solve addition equations fluently with sums to 5.  

 Solve subtraction equations with sums to 10 using objects or drawings. 

 Solve subtraction equations fluently with sums to 5. 
 

Evidence of Learning 

Summative Assessment  

 The students will record a number sentence that is given, then use objects/manipulatives to show 
the number sentence and answer. 

             Provide the students with an “open” number sheet of 10 circles.  Using two different objects or        
             colors, students will create a number sentence through recording and answer with drawing or    
             equation. Student rolls dice and colors the number of circles in one color.  Students then colors in 
             the remainder of the circles in another color.  Students record the number sentence to match.  
             *Optional:  student can use two sided chips or beans.  

 Students complete math fact paper (adding/subtracting to five) 

 Students show two ways (drawing or equation) to make a given number  (1-10) 
 

Equipment needed:  Manipulatives, activity/skill sheets, calendar 



Teacher Instructional Resources: 
Everyday Math 
Math Their Way 
Scott Foresman Investigations & Pearson Scott Foresman 
Trade books:  The Hershey’s Kisses Addition Book, by Jerry Pallotta 

 
 
Formative Assessments 

 Calendar Activities:  Calendar, 100’s Chart 

 Center Activities:  Independent/Guided  

 Morning Activities:  Word Problems 

 Number Games:  Hide and Seek with items 

 Interactive Whiteboard Activities 

 Observation 

 Participation 

 Skill Sheets 

 Question/Answer 

 “Problem of the Day” 

 

Integration of Technology: 
SMARTBoard, ELMO, websites, computers 
 

Technology Resources: 
Click the links below to access additional resources used to design this unit: 
http://www.guidetoonlineschools.com/articles/tips-and-tools/math-resources 
http://jmathpage.com/ 
http://nlvm.usu.edu/en/nav/grade_g_1.html 
http://www.mrsgoldsclass.com/MathWebsites.htm 
http://www.theteachersguide.com/InteractiveSitesMathSmartBoard.htm 
http://www.pearsonsuccessnet.com 
 
Opportunities for Differentiation:  
VAKT learning modalities 
Scaffold lower leveled learners with objects and drawings 
Higher leveled learners receive more complex and abstract problems  

Teacher Notes:  Students should use object, finger, mental images, drawing, sounds, acting out situations 
and verbal explanations in order to develop the concepts of addition and subtraction.  Transitioning into 
the introduction of written expressions and equations using appropriate terminology and symbols which 
include +, -, and =.  Addition terminology:  add, join, put together, plus, combine, sum.  Subtraction 
terminology:  minus, take away, separate, difference, compare. Note:  There are two types of subtraction 
problems:  separate (take-away) and compare. These two types are very different when modeled. 

 


